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The AWP Book Fair

— OR — 

How to Get Dizzy with Exhaustion, Develop a Backache, Worn Feet, 
and a Hoarse Throat, All in a Short Four Hours

I don't consider myself a terribly outgoing person. Give me a good 
book (or better yet—a literary magazine), some quiet space, a comfy 
chair and just enough light, and I'm content. If the phone rings, I will 
not answer it (and there's a good chance the call won't even be for 
me). I don't mingle. I don't brown-nose. 

But this year, visiting the AWP Book Fair in Chicago, an event open to 
the general public on the last day of the annual writers conference, I 
decided to go out of my element a little bit, strike up a few 
conversations with staff of literary magazines and presses spread 
about four giant rooms of tables and more attendees than ever 
before. 

Now, four hours later now, I am left woozy, slouched in a seat at the 
nearest café along Michigan Avenue. The book bag beside me weighs 
482 pounds. Okay, I am exaggerating. Let's just say it is heavy. There 
are twenty-five books in it, some of which I bought; the others I 
nabbed for free. I could have walked out with another twenty-five, or 
fifty, but I only brought a small travel bag and I am flying back to 
New York tomorrow. 

Let's randomly look in the bag and see what we have. 

The Southern Review. I bought a back issue, still in mourning over the 
loss of Jeanne Leiby, editor of the magazine who tragically died in a 
car accident last year. I spoke with the staff and they said they've yet 
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to name another head editor. Over at The Florida Review table, the 
magazine Jeanne edited prior, I saw there was a writing contest being 
run in her name. 

Ecotone. Arianne Beros, nonfiction editor, spoke to me cordially about 
the wonderful material the magazine was currently running, and about 
writing in general. She seemed very interested in my own writing and 
in the work going on here at The Summerset Review.

Harvard Review. Christina Thompson, editor, was warm, animated, 
and frank about her magazine. I asked her to point out her favorite 
story in any of the back issues she had on the rack, and she said they 
were all her favorites. Every last one. 

New Letters. Long-time editor Robert Stewart was there, and I could 
see the pride he took in his publication as I spoke to him on some 
prose pieces in recent issues, among them an essay on—of all things—
roller derby girls. 

The Missouri Review was giving out free copies, and I was happy to 
chat with Kris Somerville who is listed in the masthead as being in 
charge of Marketing. But let me tell you something. She had been 
contributing to MR in recent issues, insightful essays I found very 
interesting. 

Crab Orchard Review, Phoebe, Mid-American Review, and Third Coast 
were offering free back issues, and many others were also, as well as 
those simply asking for donations as little as one dollar. 

I should say that this is not the first time I have gone to the annual 
book fair, and some things, as we can imagine, never change. New 
Delta Review once again had their New Orleans beads strewn across 
their table, Redivider was once again having their Quickie Contest, 
and Black Warrior Review had a very strange character in a suit that 
looked like a banana which I was afraid to approach. 

I'm sure I've just scratched the surface in describing this event, and if 
I were to go on any more about all the excitement and friendly staff in 
the four huge rooms, this note would surpass the length of our 
longest prose piece in this issue. I shudder to think of the tables and 
staff I missed; this is a forum simply too large to completely cover in 
one blitz of energy. 

Now I need to pick up this bag and make my way back to my hotel 
room. Aside from ripping these magazines open and devouring their 
content, I see nothing more necessary right now than a short, 
recuperating nap.

— JL

Theme graphics this issue - "Rise and Shine" 
Copyright © The Summerset Review, Inc. 2012.
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You are dizzy again today.
         Your hazel eyes become                 
                 two different birds, one a fat          
         sparrow, the other a bloodshot finch.
                  
                 The last two times, 
the doctors found nothing.        
 
        Just a brain, we joked.
 
You return to bed, lie back
 
                   on the pillow that becomes a cloud, 
                                   and wag your head side to side,
        the prescribed exercise.
 
Someday soon the room will stop
                            
                                   circling your body like           
        a giant bird of prey,
                  
                 will land on the blankets,          
        enfolding you with white wings,
                             
                                   still.
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You bring the coffee to my desk,  
leave it silently at my elbow   
 
so as not to disturb the thoughts  
which the hours have finally yielded.   
 
Your wordless visit,  
wrapped in the texture of silence,   
 
settles on the back of my chair,  
one sleeve swinging from  
 
the old sweater hanging there,  
your receding footsteps  
 
a mute canto dedicated  
to the passing of the years. 
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The grapes are heaped 
in a glass bowl, green, 
red and bruised purple 
clustered in bundles, 
languorous over the lip, 
their powdery patina  
like grandmother's jewels.  
 
If they could talk, they'd speak 
the language of earth's hot star,  
of poisons, calloused hands  
plucking from vines the globed  
unfermented beauty trucked 
to markets, the exhausted tale 
of too-brief lives.   
 
Just yesterday they seem 
to have shrunk, their fine skins  
withered, losing luminosity, 
still embracing each other 
in their last hours, sweeter  
than sweet becoming rot, 
greener than grass, deeper  
than the crimson sky 
presaging the storm.  
 
The sky is falling in 
on vineyards, bent backs, 
shacks and trailer parks  
where pickers sleep on shelves  
and children never learn to read.   
 
In an air-conditioned bar, 
we linger over garnet goblets, 
observing our own wrinkled skins, 
our intimate selves gathered together 
for the last sip of wine. 
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Dapper old Uncle Victor, with his trim and pointy beard, sat on the 
polished bench of Grand-Maman's house, struggling to pull off his 
overshoes. He was early. Hélene was disappointed. She was on a 
mission to retrieve her older sister's box of modeling clay from the petit 
salon—the smaller sitting room opposite the large one—without being 
seen.

"Where is everyone? Hélene, is that you? Good! Come and kiss your 
Uncle Victor!" He kissed her on the forehead. "What a pretty girl you 
are! How old are you now, mon enfant?" 

"I'm six," the child said. Grown-ups were boring. They asked the same 
questions each time they saw her.

"Old enough to understand, then, the great research I want to share 
with you. 'Genes in Action' is a topic of the utmost importance. Too 
important to be left in the hands of assistants. I proceed alone. Making 
progress all the same—in fact, advancing by leaps and bounds at times. 
Fascinating topic, still a secret." The child's face lit up when he said 
"secret." 

"You could be part of it. You'd be a great help to me. Are you willing?"

"Willing for what?"

"I'll explain. I've gone as far as I could with preliminaries, but now I 
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need cooperation from new subjects."

Verbs agreed with subjects, Hélene knew. It was verbs that needed to 
cooperate; her teacher said so. Victor was Grand-Maman's brother. She 
must call him oncle. Uncle. But Maman said he was Great-Uncle Victor, 
not Uncle Victor. 

"Subjects?"

"I need subjects for my study, you see. There'll be nothing for you to 
do," he said, walking back and forth along the vestibule, waving his 
hands. "I'll conduct the study, take the measurements of your head and 
ears, etcetera."

"When you do the measuring, you're the subject of measuring, right?"

"Yes, yes, if you like," he said dismissively. "I think you need an 
example. Let's see, who do you resemble most? Ah! Your father! You 
have his straight nose, for one thing. Yes. I bet you mille francs, a 
thousand francs, that you test high on dislike of red-orange vegetables." 
He nodded in agreement with himself. "You're a perfect specimen for my 
'Genes in Action,' don't you agree?"

"I don't have mille francs. I have only four francs and thirty-two 
centimes in my piggy bank." 

"We'll straighten our accounts when my paper is published."

"I don't understand what you say, Uncle Victor," Hélene said, hands 
behind her back.

"It's very simple. If you have red hair and your mother, let's say, had 
red hair, it means that in all likelihood, you enjoy music if she does. 
There is a strong correlation. That's how it goes."

Hélene frowned. "I don't have red hair. I have black hair."

"Oh," he said, "That's a different story. Semites, if I dare pronounce the 
word in this house, have black hair. With them, it's invariably tied to the 
inability to control certain emotional centers in the brain. Specifically, 
anger. Temper tantrums in children."

"No, Uncle Victor. Grand-Maman has white hair, and she..." Hélene 
stopped in her tracks.

He smiled. "She didn't always have white hair, did she? Got you there! 
And when she gets angry, she has a good reason. At least, most of the 
time. Some anger is justified—indeed, necessary—indispensable to the 
full expression of outrage."

"Outrage, what's that?"

"It means fury or indignation, child. At unfairness or neglect, for 
example."

"Maybe," Hélene conceded, wishing she were elsewhere. "But people 
with all kinds of hair have lots of outrage and temper tantrums."

"Let's not talk of children, shall we?" the old man declared, kicking his 
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overshoes under the bench before checking his bow tie and placing a 
hand on her shoulder. "Hair color changes when pigments accumulate in 
the follicles as children grow. Keep in mind, too, that in one family hair 
color is tied to temper tantrums, as you call them, but in another family 
it's tied to something else. A tendency to ulcers, or restless legs at 
night; longing for salty food, nail-biting, fistfights—those sorts of things."

"But then," the girl said, struggling to find the words, "How do you know 
which is which? There are too many families, so you can't find out 
everything. Anyway, it doesn't matter, does it?"

"It matters enormously!" he protested, raising his hands. "Because once 
we can anticipate behavior, we'll be in a better position to, say, win 
arguments, make deals, avoid trouble, and come out on top each and 
every time. Do you understand?"

"No," Hélene said, one hand on her hip, "It's too complicated."

"One day you will," the old gentleman insisted. "Mark my words! I'll earn 
a Nobel Prize for science one of these days." He beamed. "Rumor has it, 
I've been suggested."

Hélene, standing on one foot, thumbnail against her teeth, was trying to 
figure what a "novel price" was when her mother materialized before her.

"Come along, Hélene," Sabine said, taking her hand without greeting 
Victor. "I want you to watch your baby brother while I wash my hair."

Maman never washed her blue-black hair at teatime, certainly never at 
Grand-Maman's house. Glancing up, Hélene caught her mother's 
conspiratorial smile. One behind the other they ran up the stairs, leaving 
Uncle Victor alone in the vestibule, waiting for the others.

"Don't pay him any attention," Sabine instructed. "Victor's forever 
looking for an ear into which to pour his crazy notions, like syrup into a 
funnel. It overflows sometimes. Just now, he's obsessed with physical 
resemblances. He's convinced that they match personality traits. Victor's 
a nuisance. He's harmless, though, with all his theories. Just getting 
senile." Leaving the bathroom door open, she powdered her nose in 
front of the bathroom mirror.

"Senile, what's that?"

"It means that when old people begin to lose their faculties, they cover 
up their shortcomings by telling rambling stories that have little do with 
reality, and though they don't make sense, they're rarely aware of it. 
Save me from people of a certain age." Sabine raised her head to dab 
powder under her chin.

Hélene sighed. Grown-ups were all tied up in explanations. But what was 
"a certain age?" Did some people not know their age? Was she, Hélene, 
certain of her age? Her mother came out of the bathroom, where she 
had been raising her head toward the mirror to powder her neck after 
taking care of her face. She placed an index finger across her lips. They 
turned toward Hélene's baby brother.

Christophe, who had no eyebrows, was asleep in his borrowed crib, fists 
by his ears, eyes invisible under flat eyelids and long eyelashes. 
Whenever he woke up, he howled. Was that how baby Christophe 
expressed unfairness and neglect? But then how could he know, since he 
slept most of the time?
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"It's time for tea. I heard the bell," Maman said. "Let's go downstairs. 
But first, I want to brush your hair. Just a little."

Hélene stood, hands crossed over her tummy, submitting to the brush.
When Maman was done, hand in hand they joined the family in the 
salon. Grand-Maman sat in the best armchair without speaking to Uncle 
Victor. Hélene waved to him with her free hand.

Title graphic: "Listen" Copyright © The Summerset Review 2012. 
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     Champa ruins, My Son, Vietnam 
 
From among the smaller shrines, tendriled 
and gray with lichen, the tallest lifts 
its vanished façade, somehow retaining 
even in absence the opaque chill 
of structure and shadow in the humid heat. 
Over the rubble and fallen lintels 
a mass of imagined masonry soars, 
pulls up from the earth and its turbulent green, 
abstract gesture in a concrete realm, 
the still clear temple traced in the sky. 
 
This I remembered when she asked. 
 
Not the abandoned tanks in Saigon 
parks, the rusted clusters of shell 
casings taller than toddlers, not the
ppresident's palace basement, 
the maze of tunnels and map-lined cells, 
squadrons of phones on gunmetal desks, 
not even the stoneworker in Hoi An, 
carver of smiling marble buddhas, 
telling of his brother, slow and 
mute since birth, the dee-oh-seen,
repeating dee-oh-seen until 
I grasped dioxin, the poisoned paddies. 
 
Instead I saw that sacred space
blasted from form by helicoptered 
marines, a thousand years displaced: 
pure absence, empty fullness again 
and again envisioned, erased. 
 
This I recalled when the girl with the peach 
cheeked infant asked do you have children, sir? 
—phantom bricks, a deleted lyric, 
that god-shaped scar on the land's green skin. 
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What has returned, at last: rain, 
longer light, your carrot hair 
now curly and crimped as parsley, 
the smell of wet earth opened. 
You feel warmth next to bone, salt 
edges to gestures and words, 
the tang of color and mass in this world 
redeemed from whiteness. 
 
You were splendid all those months, 
birch-bark skin and a skull austere 
and innocent as an acorn. Poison
chiseled your cheeks, sculpted sockets 
to the core. You silvered every room 
with highlights of receptive silence 
as if you were scanning a fugitive phrase. 
 
As porcelain remembers fire 
and a violin's body the saw and the plane, 
you recall that private refrain, each swell 
and slide, even as ferns uncurl 
in the woods and the garden's dark hole 
lightens and fills 
with slender uplifted arms. 
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They've been praying for rain in the capital again, 
droning and murmuring under the dome 
of a sky remote as a sepia wash, 
the sun a timid pearl in the smoke 
that leaks from a thousand slow pyres, 
air thick with the stink of smolder. 
Lawns fray, stems sag in the breathless heat. 
 
The stalky hedge we can almost bear, 
dead roses and intermittent taps, 
our pink lungs gasping like gills.
What's worse is the way the world closes in. 
The hills faded first, then the dead 
end streets and now we're lost 
behind a barricade of dust. 
 
To reclaim the familiar blessing of water 
we kneel in a congregation of shadows 
—O let it fall in sheets on us all 
and flood this desert world— 
and when, after all, have we prayed for other
than this: to be dazzled by clarity, 
healed by thunder and rain,
once more absolved 
in the fugitive light from the dripping stars? 
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Late at night, the 
streets are silent. 
We walk them 
together. You tell 
me stories.

You speak of 
how, when we 
were teenagers, 
all the boys liked 
you. You felt you 
had to please 
every one of 
them. "Remember 
how I dated three or 
four guys at the 
same time? I was 
so young," you 
tell me, as if you 
had no say in the 
matter. "They 
fought one 
another to get to 
me. They were 
all over these." 
You cup your 
heavy breasts. 
And you laugh.

You do not 
mention your 
confusion. The 
perplexing waves 
of unanswerable 
questions. Small 
waves. Turbid 
and sharp. But 
sorrow fills your eyes.

These night streets are bereft of people, except for you and me. The 
sea is our companion, lapping at the empty shore with a quiet 
insistence. The air is alive with a cool March breeze. The moon is full 
and beaming. And we are walking. And you are telling me your 
stories. But though we are together, just like we've always been since 
we were children, we have never been more apart.

I observe your profile. Your face is a sculptor's fantasy. A narrow 
forehead decorated with a brief widow's peak. A timidly aquiline nose. 
Finely carved cheekbones. Unabashedly full lips. And a pair of eyes 
that have always been your strongest feature: gold-flecked hazel orbs 
with striking black lashes that could send a man whirling in delirious 
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ecstasy with just that perfectly staged signature glance. You have 
always used your eyes to your advantage. Or, is disadvantage the 
right word?

You give me brief glimpses, saturated with questions you will not 
utter, truths you will not tell. Is it my approval you're seeking? Or is it 
the thrill of witnessing my shock at what you're saying? Are the 
glimpses even something you're creating? Or are they something I 
want to imagine?

"I didn't even like guys," you say. "I've always preferred girls. You 
know, women." A new statement, spoken without a hint of emotion 
and intended to elicit a startled response from me, I suppose. "I've 
kissed a woman, you know," you declare with a bit of a tremor in your 
voice. "It just happened. We were in an elevator. Just the two of us. 
We teased each other, playing hard to get. And when our lips met, it 
was just . . . so different from kissing a man. Her lips were like mine, 
but different. That kiss wasn't about lust. It was about communion. It 
was beautiful." You close your eyes for a moment. When you open 
them, you say, "I've always preferred women." And just as I'm 
thinking about the defensive stress you added to your always, you ask 
me, "Do you think I'm disgusting?"

You've always preferred men, I want to say. No, change that. You've 
always wanted to fuck men. Too many of them, and all at the same 
time. And no, I don't think you're disgusting. I think you're pitiful and 
pitiable. But I realize my statement would only sound judgmental. 
Besides, I would be giving you the satisfaction you crave, the 
attention you seek in order to feel complete. I won't.

In the darkness of night that always carries inside it an irresolvable 
ambiguity, one part of me is gripped with nostalgia and yearning for 
how we once were, when we were children—innocent, and free of both 
our sexual need for others, and our need for them to need us. 
Another part of me is tormented by the desire to drown my own pains 
in your stories, your empty chatter. I know you're ever haunted by 
the need to drown your pains in sex. But sex is a passing act. A 
mechanical and organic release of tension. I feel that drowning my 
pains in your stories will suffice for me. I need not create my own.

You talk. I listen.

You tell me about your latest encounter.

"We did it in his office," you say with a half-smile that teasingly 
reveals your perfect knock-me-in-the-gut teeth. "He took me on his 
desk. I had the most massive orgasm." Though you're smiling, there's 
a bitterness curling the edges of your lips. "His executive assistant 
came in right after we were done. He gave me the dirtiest look. Fuck, 
it was so demeaning. You want to hear something ironic, though?" 
You wait, as if for my approval, again. "He got fired the next day, 
gloating son-of-a-bitch. They found dirty photos of dirty men and 
women doing dirty things on his hard drive." Your smile fades from 
bitterness to cynicism. "I felt kind of vindicated. But nothing will ever 
take away the hurt of that look he gave me."

I want to tell you your story is unoriginal and cliché. But I'm not sure 
if I really mean that. I don't know if I should believe you're lying, or if 
I'm just lying to myself.
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You interrupt my thoughts. "I sacrifice myself for them." You sacrifice 
yourself. As if you are the victim. "They need me."

I ask myself what you expect me to say to this. I want to tell you 
you're delusional. I say nothing.

"I carry my dreams on my shoulders wherever I go," you say. "I carry 
them so I can extract the images I love to see when I need to see 
them. How about that for delusion?"

I remember when we were both eight. I was spending the night at 
your house. We had both just changed into our pajamas and were 
ready to get into bed when you leaned up against your mirror and 
kissed your reflection. You wrapped your arms around yourself tightly 
and bent forward so knowingly, so deeply. "What are you doing?" I 
asked, overcome with shock. "I want to know what it feels like to be 
kissed," you said, like it was the most ordinary thing for an eight-year-
old.

A stray wind perturbs the breezy air. Your curly auburn hair, caressed 
with strokes of glimmer from the moon, swirls about your head like a 
gentle storm. You pull back the rebellious locks and tuck them behind 
your ears. Fragments of that eight-year-old child haunt your face.

We walk. The moon follows.

We come to a small iron gate. The faint sound of purring, crying, 
physical yearning is carried on the air. You push the gate open. Three 
fragile-looking kittens emerge from the dark, their eyes glowing like 
muddled crystals. You bend down. They nibble gently on your fingers, 
licking them, whimpering.

"They wait for me," you say, digging into your handbag. "They need 
me. I'm the only one who gives them food. And love."

You have always had a penchant for stories. You have always told 
them. And I have always listened.

I listen to your story of how the kittens—or is it the men you're 
talking about?—wait for you and need you because you are the only 
one who gives them food. And love.

You do not mention your need. The bruised niggling of unquenchable 
desire. Twisting coils, glossy and deceiving, that have always sent you 
stumbling from the arms of one stranger to the arms of another. But 
bitterness fills your heart.

I wonder how many men you have told, I love you, knowing that 
three or four other men also believed they were the ones you love. I 
wonder how many times you have said, I care for you, knowing you 
were only saying it because you were looking for sex and not because 
you truly cared. I wonder how many times you sat in a room full of 
people, three or four of whom you'd had sex with, while part of you 
trembled at the thought of what they'd do if they knew about the 
others, and part of you gloated over your flawless execution. And, 
how many times have you told yourself, secretly, I will never ever do 
this to myself—or anyone else—again, knowing that your statement 
was hollow, echoing with your previous resolutions, always definite, 
always final, always broken?
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Yours is the itch that never goes away. Always wanting to be 
scratched, always needing to be relieved. Yet, every time you scratch 
it, it becomes more inflamed. Your rationalizations of, He needs me 
and I really care for him, only feed the fire and keep it burning. And 
my delusions of being able to stop you only make you want it more.

A crass thought imposes itself. Don't you understand you're nothing 
but a cunt? A receptacle for these men's whimsical fulfillments of lust? 
Don't you know they'll fuck you tonight and forget you tomorrow? 
Immediately the thought is born, I am flooded with guilt. But 
overwhelming as the guilt is, it is short-lived. And crass as the 
thought is, there is the more brutal raw truth inside it.

Our dialogue is broken. Though I wasn't saying much, I was talking to 
you inside my head, saying all those things you would never want to 
hear, all those things that would drive you away from me forever, and 
still hoping you might somehow hear them.

Title graphic: "Chatter" Copyright © The Summerset Review 2012.
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No, not that way she'd 
say when I was seven, pulling 
the bottom sheet smooth, 
you've got to, saying hospital corners 
 
I wet the bed much later 
than I should, until 
just writing this, I 
hadn't thought of 
the connection 
 
My mother would never 
sleep on sheets someone 
else had. I never 
saw any stains on hers 
though her bedroom was 
 
a maze of powder, hair 
pins, black dresses. 
Sometimes she brings her 
own sheets to my house,
carries toilet seat covers. 
 
Lyn, did anybody sleep 
in my, she always asks. 
Her sheets, her hair
smells of smoke. She 
says the rooms here 
smell funny 
 
We drive at three a.m.
slow into Boston and 
strip what looks like 
two clean beds as the 
sky gets light. I 
 
smooth on the form 
fitted flower bottom. 
she redoes it. 
 
She thinks of my life 
as a bed only she
can make right  
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She said I didn't know you
couldn't either. My mother
who knew which man was
circumcised and which
woman's laugh I liked
 
Light matches? No, we both
laugh, we couldn't. I
nearly flunked chemistry
One day when my lab partner
didn't come, the Bunsen
burner stayed unlit
 
At Raven's I mangle four
boxes of matches and
can't admit I'm afraid
to be burned
 
I spent a whole year
dreaming of fires, my 
mother up April nights
sniffing for smoke. She
 
once said You mean you'd
swallow it? But she never,
until this morning, talked
about her fear of matches
 
startling as knowing she
has a down quilt from
Odessa in a closet I've
never seen. I tell her
 
I never lit a candle until
lights went out for two days
in a blue cabin in Maine
and then I lit it on the wood
 
stove that had to be kept
burning. I hardly slept. And
do you hate to kill flies?
my mother asks, like Columbus
discovering a new continent
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Winchester, 
Virginia 
1997
I walk to the 
mailbox 
wishing I 
would find 
one last 
letter from 
my brother. 
Instead I 
pull out a 
small 
package. 
The 
handwriting 
on the 
outside is 
not one I 
recognize. 
But when I 
unwrap the 
box, its 
contents 
reveal a 
story that 
forces more 
questions 
than it offers 
answers. 
And I 
wonder how 
different the 
ending would 
have been if 
we had all 
made better 
choices. 

Wilmore, 
Kentucky 
1963
My father enters the living room. Although he is not tall, his intensity 
commands. He strides to Danny, who is crouching in a corner in his white 
undershirt and diaper. But instead of reaching up to be held, my brother 
screams in fear, backs into a lamp, and breaks it with his head. Danny has 
to get several stitches in the emergency room. He has not learned about 
love in the orphanage. He knows only fear.

This is the first of many stitches and many broken light bulbs, radios, and 
toys. We super-glue the knob to the TV just so we can change the 
channels. My mother says that Danny can smash something just by 
looking at it. Sometimes he doesn't mean to, but most of the time he 
does. Because he is often punished, it doesn't take long for my brother to 
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turn his fear into anger, and his anger spills over onto the rest of us. 
"Snake eyes," my mother says. "He has green snake eyes."

By the time I was born—the fourth girl and last child of the family—Danny 
had already entered our home through the adoption agency. My father 
was determined to have a son, and my mother liked the idea of taking 
care of a less fortunate child. They were captured by Danny's ready smile, 
tousled blonde hair, and the loneliness in his somber eyes. But Danny's 
vulnerability hid his invisible injury. An injury that was unknown to social 
workers and pediatricians. An injury that had no name but bore the face 
of anger.

Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) was not even recognized until 1973, with 
no results of significant research available until years after that. So, even 
though authorities told my parents that Danny's adoption was "high risk," 
no one really understood what that meant. My parents were idealistic, 
believing that they could love any child into well-being and success.

Now we know that when a mother drinks during pregnancy, the alcohol 
passes across the placenta, causing physical and mental impairment in 
the unborn child. The fetus is the most severely damaged when the 
mother is drinking heavily in the first three months of her pregnancy—
those months in which she might not even be aware that she is pregnant. 
Most FAS children enter the world with low birth weights and low IQ's. 
Ninety percent of them are plagued by continuous poor psychological 
health. MRI and CAT scans now show us images of varying degrees of 
abnormal brain development in FAS babies. The pictures of these 
shriveled brains make it easy for us to understand why FAS children 
display symptoms ranging from mild learning disabilities all the way to 
significant mental retardation. But in those early years of Danny's 
adoption we didn't know anything about alcohol's effect on the brain of a 
developing baby.

We also didn't know that there are several protecting factors that can give 
children with FAS greater chances of normality in life. One of the most 
important is living in a stable environment and remaining in the same 
place for at least two and a half years at a time. Unfortunately, my father 
was unhappy with our home life, and he believed that "starting over" 
somewhere else would help. As an academic administrator, he tried 
several times to begin again by moving us from one college town to 
another. By the time I was eleven, I had attended five different 
elementary schools in five different states. For me, the moves made 
finding friendships, or even feeling a sense of belonging in each place, 
almost impossible. For Danny, relocation was much harder. The schools 
bounced him around internally, with many teachers declaring that this kid 
would never learn to read well or write coherently. Every new start ended 
worse than the one before. The problems only moved with us until the 
landslide that was our family threatened to bury us all.

Ellensburg, Washington 1966
My mother tells us hurriedly to get into the car. She is late for her 
appointment and distracted. As we pull out, she looks in her rearview 
mirror and sees six-year-old Danny standing in the driveway, wearing a 
dress shirt, his pajama bottoms, one cowboy boot, and one muddy, untied 
sneaker. He is smiling sweetly and waving bye-bye. "Who forgot to count 
kids?" my mother asks, as we back up to let him in the car.

Danny was two-and-a-half years old when he joined our family. It is hard 
to say whether or not he would have bonded with us had he been placed 
in our home sooner. But by the time he was six, Danny had difficulty 
showing affection for, or even any connection to, the rest of us. He had no 
separation anxiety, and he didn't care who he was with. We feared that he 
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would just climb into a car with a stranger if he were offered candy to do 
so. It seemed the only real attachment or loyalty he had was to himself 
and to what he could get for himself.

Danny also cared nothing for his appearance. I learned to tie my shoes 
before he did and felt pride at his need to ask me for help. He did usually 
remember to wear his glasses, since he was so nearsighted without them—
those glasses that were broken and taped together in so many places. 
That—along with the gaps in his mouth from losing some baby teeth and 
having to get others pulled—made Danny's face look almost monster-like 
when he smiled or screamed. All of this only reinforced my fear of him.

Newberg, Oregon 1968
Danny loves leaping from the hayloft of the barn onto the packed dirt 
below. Even though the drop from the loft to the ground is only about ten 
feet, the murky shadows make it seem higher. Danny jumps up and out, 
each time landing nearer to the closed barn door. He looks like he is flying
—flying in the dark. My mother says he's getting flat feet from landing so 
hard. He talks me into jumping once, but I get bloody hands and knees 
when I hit the ground on all fours, so I don't do it again. Instead, I watch 
my brother climb the ladder and leap, climb the ladder and leap. He 
always lands on his feet. He feels no pain.

Danny often expressed abnormal fear, but he also showed a remarkable 
lack of healthy fear, which is typical of an FAS child. Because the area of 
his brain that monitors judgment and impulses was damaged during its 
development in the womb, Danny had trouble understanding 
consequences, learning from his mistakes, and controlling his actions. The 
prevalent thinking of the time was that through behavioral modification, 
any child could be taught to do what is right. But when Danny was 
punished, he couldn't link it to the crime. When he was rewarded (rarely) 
for good behavior, he later couldn't explain why. Cause and effect for 
Danny didn't exist. But for my parents—and for me—it did. When Danny 
lied to his teacher or smacked a classmate at school, everyone assumed 
my parents were poor disciplinarians. And as for me, I was embarrassed 
even to be known as Danny's sister.

Malone, New York 1969
It is snowing hard, and the roads are icy. Several of us kids are all piled 
into the station wagon. I am happy because I managed to get a seat by 
the window. Suddenly we skid off the road and hit a telephone pole. As we 
stagger out into a snowdrift, Danny points to my bleeding head and starts 
to scream. He screams louder than the car horn which got stuck on 
impact and won't stop. Danny won't stop either. We walk to a house 
nearby and phone my father. Finally he arrives. "Danny quit that!" my 
father yells. Danny shuts his mouth immediately but still rocks back and 
forth where he sits on the floor. My parents take me to the emergency 
room to stitch up the two-inch gash on my forehead. I watch in the mirror 
as the flesh closes over the bone with each stitch. I try hard to be as little 
trouble as possible since everything Danny does is big.

By the time we moved to Malone, my parents' relationship had 
deteriorated into constant tension. Both were driven by their careers in 
academia. My father hated the messy house—the dirty dishes piled on the 
counters, the clogged toilets. My mother felt he wasn't helping enough, 
and told him so, often and loudly. When I asked my dad years later why 
he kept having kids, he simply replied that he thought it would make the 
marriage better. But the arrival of five children in six years only added to 
the strife. Especially after Danny came.

Danny sapped everyone's emotional energy. He loved sweets, which 
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fueled him to more misbehavior. In the 1960s, Dr. Feingold discovered 
that what children eat affects the way they act. Foods with artificial flavors 
and colors and those that are high in sugar bolster hyperactivity. My 
parents adopted the Feingold diet with its strict do's and don'ts, but they 
weren't home enough to enforce the food rules. Danny ate what he 
wanted, often running to the closest convenience store and stealing candy 
in order to binge. And so, even though I was nearly four years younger 
than Danny, it became my responsibility, shared with my sisters, to 
"watch" Danny and keep him out of trouble. But even when I chose to 
stay out of Danny's way so as not to get entangled in his escapades, I 
often got blamed—and then punished—for not trying hard enough to 
prevent them. 

Glassboro, New Jersey 1970
We lie on our backs on the carpet and stare up at the blinking colored 
lights that bounce off the ceiling from the Christmas tree. My brother is—
for once—both still and silent. I turn my head to look at the lights 
reflecting off his glasses, and for the first time I imagine what it must feel 
like to be him—always in trouble at home and at school, never really 
happy. A rare impulse makes me reach over and hold his hand. Danny 
bears my touch for a few seconds, but when he begins to fidget, I let go 
and move out of his wake. He goes outside to ride my new bike without 
my permission and pops wheelies over the curb. When the tire blows out, 
Danny throws the bike onto the front lawn and runs off down the street.

Every once in a while I caught a glimpse of what a real brother could be. 
As I grew older and began to understand that many of Danny's problems 
resulted from his FAS disorder, I wondered what this brother of mine 
would have been like without his brain damage—what it would feel like to 
have a "normal" brother—one that I could look up to and learn from 
rather than resent. My mind formed big questions. I had been taught that 
God was good and believed it. Yet how could he allow Danny to be born 
this way? Why did I have to be the younger sister to someone like Danny? 
And why, why did I have to try to love him, even though much of the time 
I felt I hated him? 

Goode, Virginia 1973
My mother is spanking Danny again. The branch from the willow tree 
makes welts across his naked back that begin to bleed. Danny weighs 
more than my mother, but still, he surprises himself when he breaks away 
from her. Then his face changes from shock to anger as he turns and runs 
off toward the woods. "Don't worry," my mother says, "he won't go far in 
only his underwear."

Several hours pass. The police bring Danny back in a squad car. They say 
they found him miles away, hiding by a pond in the woods behind 
someone's house. They question my mother's treatment of her son and 
warn her as they leave that they won't be so lenient if this type of thing 
happens again. My mother cries and holds Danny. His face shows no 
emotion at all.

Shortly after this episode my parents send Danny away to an expensive 
boarding school for troubled kids. My mom screams at us less when he is 
gone. I get rest, too, from my brother's constant bullying—all those times 
he pushes me over, his full body on top of mine, the odor of his 
perspiration and bad breath suffocating me, holding me so that he can 
tickle me to tears; all those times he hits me for no reason. But Danny 
was always ready to play with me when my older sisters said my games 
were babyish. Now the football is flattened—abandoned in the yard where 
we used to pretend that we were stars in the Super Bowl. I astonish 
myself by finding that I do miss Danny sometimes. Our household is much 
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smaller with my father and my brother both gone.

While we lived in Virginia, I had managed to make a good friend of Angie, 
a neighbor my age who had a younger brother. He followed us 
everywhere, which Angie hated. But I adored this quiet little boy who was 
willing to cuddle on my lap, listen to my stories, or patiently wait his turn 
at hopscotch. He confirmed my idea of what a real brother could be. But I 
didn't have one. And I didn't seem to have a normal family, either.

My mother taught at a local college. My father had moved away from us 
to take a job in New York City. He rarely came to visit, and as a result, my 
mother's anger was many-faceted—frustration in being unable to control 
Danny, bitterness in being left to raise all the children alone while working 
a full-time job, and, mostly, deep hurt over her failing marriage. 

After the incident with the police, my father came home only briefly to 
discuss what to do with Danny. My parents were unusually unified in 
deciding to send him away. My mom looked forward to Danny's absence 
with relief, and my dad felt that his part in paying tuition to a school for 
troubled children would satisfy his responsibility for his son's care. As he 
carried my brother's blue trunk to the car, I heard Dad mutter, "This had 
better be worth the $30,000 I'm spending." 

The boarding school medicated Danny with Ritalin. This drug often works 
to control the concentration problems that children with Attention Deficit 
with Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) experience. Ritalin is a mild 
amphetamine, so for Danny, who was born already addicted to alcohol, 
the treatment only moved him from enjoying its small buzz to hungering 
for more. Characteristically, Danny chose friends at the school who were 
not a good influence. By the time he was eleven years old, he had already 
learned to sniff glue with his buddies. But Danny did conquer one giant 
while he was at that school. He learned to read and write in a meaningful 
way.

Seattle, Washington 1975
Danny is locked in his room. My parents have put a strong dead bolt on 
the outside of his door. Danny howls from inside. My grandmother has 
just come up for a visit from her house down the street. "He's not an 
animal," she yells. "As long as he acts like one, we'll treat him like one!" 
my mother shouts back. And even though she has just arrived, Grandma 
turns toward the door saying, "Remember he's still only a child! He's 
barely fourteen years old!" "What do you want me to do?" my mother 
asks. But my grandmother is already storming down the hill.

Danny claimed a snare drum that showed up in his bedroom was a gift 
from the owner of the music store. The police that showed up at our door 
a few hours later confirmed it was stolen. They would drop the charges as 
long as my parents would vouch for Danny's good behavior. 

Danny continues to bang his head against the locked door—over and over 
and over. He screams hoarsely, "As soon as I get out of here, I'm going to 
find my real mother. She would never do this to me!"

My parents had brought Danny back from the boarding institution because 
of its high tuition and spotty success. We had moved into yet another new 
house and school—another "starting over"—this time close to my mother's 
parents. Danny now had an adult body, which he liked to show off by 
leaving his shirts unbuttoned to bare his chest. Yet he still had difficulty 
understanding the difference between the fantasy world he had created 
for himself and the real world with rules and mores that he wouldn't or 
couldn't obey. 
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It took many years for me to understand that children with FAS are not 
always cognizant that they are lying. Sometimes the lies are a means of 
perpetuating the lives they enjoy in their minds. Danny was told many 
times that his birth mother had given him away to the orphanage, but he 
was convinced that if only he could find her, she would be perfect, and all 
would be well.

Danny cemented his fantasy world through the lies he told himself. 
Between the time he stole the snare drum and the time he carted it home, 
my brother had truly convinced himself that the drum was given to him as 
a gift by the store owner. So, Danny was shocked when the family did not 
accept his story. He could not fathom why the police came. He felt the 
officers were stealing the trap set from him. As a result, in Danny's mind 
the unjustified humiliation of being locked in his room after losing his gift 
was more than he could bear.

That evening my father came and released Danny from his jail-of-a-room. 
The next morning we found this note, written in angry, but legible cursive: 

I am going to find a job and start life on my own if you try and stop me you can't 
I'll be too far by the time you see this 

       Later Dan

After a couple of days Danny returned, thankful for food and a bed, but 
also belligerent in his unwillingness to reveal where he had been.

Lakeside, California 1977
The police are at the end of the driveway, handcuffing my-sixteen-year-
old brother. He has stolen some beer from the convenience store down 
the road. Danny talks trash loudly to the neighborhood, but his head, with 
its backward baseball cap, stays lowered. I feel guilty relief as the sheriff 
puts Danny in the squad car, because I somehow know that this time he 
will not come back to live with us again.

My parents divorce was final. All of us were teenagers by now. My siblings 
and I relocated with my mother, one last time, to Southern California 
where she found a job teaching college English. About a year after our 
move Danny was arrested and received a sentence of a few months in 
juvenile detention. When finally released, he chose survival on the streets 
to the more secure but restricted life of home.

Danny's drug and alcohol usage escalated from beer binges to hard liquor 
and from marijuana to cocaine. He began prostituting himself in order to 
feed his needs. Occasionally he would show up at our door, tell us stories 
of riding the rails and of living under bridges, only to disappear again. I 
learned much later that over sixty percent of FAS children are expelled or 
drop out of school. Most of these are eventually convicted of crimes. 
Those with FAS are gullible and easily led, and therefore often used as fall 
guys by more savvy criminals. When two or three people are involved in a 
crime, most often it is only the one with FAS who gets caught and 
sentenced. My brother was a textbook case of this profile. How could he 
ever break free?

Seattle, Washington 1978
My father, who has recently remarried, agrees to offer Daniel (as he now 
prefers to be called) a home. Dad tells me in a phone conversation, "You 
should have seen Daniel marching in the high school band, looking great 
in his uniform, and keeping time with that drum!" I'm not sure if the pride 
in my father's voice is for the relative success he is having with Daniel, or 
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if my dad is happy for Daniel himself. But soon enough my brother finds 
the party scene, and Dad asks him to move out of the house.

Daniel made several attempts over his life to come clean. That first time, 
we all hoped that his re-entry into high school (even though he was 
placed in ninth grade at age seventeen) would work because of my 
father's involvement and support. Daniel responded best to my dad, out 
of fear, or love, or a combination of both. When Dad commanded, Daniel 
obeyed. And if he were supervised carefully, my brother could manage to 
stay out of trouble for long periods of time.

It's hard to say if Daniel would have been any different had my parents' 
marriage been a happy one. While the years of my father's absence even 
before the divorce were difficult for all of us, I wonder if they were not the 
most damaging to my brother.

But maybe, even if Daniel had come from an intact family, the result 
would have been the same. In my adulthood I have developed close 
friendships with three couples who adopted "at risk" children—children 
who were taken from their birth parents because of histories of drug and 
alcohol addiction. In all these families, the adopting parents brought as 
much love and attention into their children's lives as possible. The results, 
now that the children are grown, are mixed, ranging from some having 
had to learn the hard way (but at least learning to hold jobs and to pay 
rent) all the way to one son's repeated incarceration. Since the parts of 
the brain that control impulses and understanding of cause and effect are 
damaged in FAS children, it is difficult to draw a line between what they 
are capable of choosing and what they cannot keep from doing.

Lakeside, California 1980
Daniel comes home briefly. I wonder if he is trying to make up for his 
early baldness with his grisly facial hair. He is more streetwise than I want 
to know, but out of what seems to be a pure motive of caring about my 
safety, he teaches me self-defense techniques. I am adept at finding the 
sweet spot just between the muscles of the shoulder and the upper arm. I 
hit him hard with my fist. He smiles and winces at the same time—proud 
that his little sister has proved a fighter.

Soon after this, Daniel's thirst for alcohol again drove him from home. He 
knew that when he began to drink, he would become violent, and he 
didn't want to endanger us. As I stood with my brother at the front door, I 
wished I could quell the restlessness, quench the addiction that had such 
a hold. But all I could do was give him a hug goodbye.

Seattle, Washington 1981
Vikki tells me that Daniel is a different person with her. They love each 
other. They will make it work. My grandfather offers them a house to rent 
at a reduced rate. Vikki and Daniel marry and have three children all in a 
row. At first Daniel does seem changed. When I go to visit, we play cards 
together—Daniel, Vikki, and I. He is clean-shaven, his visits to the dentist 
have improved his smile, and he is still muscular from street living. I 
agree with Vikki that my brother is a handsome man. 

Daniel tries to keep his jobs as dishwasher or prep cook, but the pressure 
of providing for a family of five is too much, and he goes back to drinking. 
Within days of his first binge Daniel's home life turns bad. Vikki claims he 
has sexually abused the children. She gets a restraining order and a very 
quick divorce. Daniel calls me, crying. "I'll never get to see my kids again! 
I love them! You don't think I would ever hurt them, do you?"
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I didn't know if the charges Vikki leveled against Daniel were true, but I 
did believe they were possible. Daniel was able to do anything when he 
was under the influence.

After the last of his final paycheck as a dishwasher was spent, Daniel 
sobered upjust long enough so that for the first time he felt a consequence
—the loss of his family because of his drinking. It devastated him. And so 
Daniel ran in the only real direction he knew—toward the streets where he 
could find relief for his addiction and bury pain in ways that required no 
money.

Haviland, Kansas 1988
"Daniel has tested positively for HIV," my mother tells me over the phone. 
"We've offered him a place with us as long as he stays sober and tries to 
work."

Daniel was twenty-seven years old when he received his diagnosis. We 
can only conjecture how long before this he actually had contracted the 
illness. Today we understand that AIDS is not easily spread through saliva 
or through casual bodily contact, but in 1988 we knew so little about the 
disease. When Daniel first arrived at my mother's, she sent me a picture 
of him. I stared at this stranger, whose chest was gaunt under its gold 
chain, and I feared what I did not know.

I had been married for two years by now, living in New Orleans with a 
husband who had a good job. I was trying to put my childhood behind me. 
I respected my mother and her second husband for their willingness to 
take Daniel in, but I was content to hear about it all from a distance.

And I did hear about it—from an unlikely source. Daniel started writing to 
me about his life. Every week or two for over a year I pulled a letter out of 
my mailbox, painstakingly typewritten—each, like this one, revealing a 
little more of the brother I had never really known:

At 15 years old i started using alcohol and pot and whatever was cool at the time 
to use ... Life as begin as cool got me jail time by the year and hangovers by the 
day so to me when i thoght i was begin cool i was just begin one big fool ... Well 
during all this fun i found time to get married and have 3 children and because of 
my unwillingness to stop drinking i lost them as well ... God did not give up on me 
even when there was a knife at my throat God took care of me and let me live 
because he had not finished with me yet and this I truely belive. Well as time 
went along thigs got so bad that I took a long look at what I was doing ... and 
started to understand that I had better quit or die ... 

New Orleans, Louisiana 1989
I am finishing my Masters in Education degree from Tulane. My studies 
have included substance abuse and addictions in students of all ages. On 
an intellectual level I have gained a new sympathy for Daniel; emotionally 
I am more attached to him than I ever have been. Is it because of his 
letters that are so honestly written, or is it because I am carrying my first 
child that I revive my old questions about the fairness of life—why some 
are born healthy and others enter the world suffering? I look closely at the 
homeless along the Riverwalk and in the French Quarter, trying to imagine 
my brother's face in the loneliness of theirs.

Many times since childhood I vacillated between guilt at being born 
capable and self-righteousness that I was not tempted to ruin my life as 
my brother had done. The birth of my son changed that. I knew as I held 
him that my baby was whole and healthy through grace alone. And then I 
read this in a letter from Daniel: 
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Why is it that people have this funny idea that alcoholics are not people? I think 
that some people don't understand the problem at hand [and they think they have 
to] get all these people off drugs and then decide whether they are human or not. 

All my presumptions and judgments about life up until then were self-
righteous and shallow. I had witnessed Daniel's outer struggle but had 
never understood his inner turmoil. Had I truly seen him as a person 
before? He was a person who had value simply because he was human. 
Just like me, just like my son.

Haviland, Kansas 1990
I place my three-month-old son into the arms of his Uncle Daniel. My fear 
that Daniel's AIDS virus will somehow infect my little one is overpowered 
by my compassion toward the man who lost his own children. 

I flew from New Orleans to Kansas to visit my mom, her husband, and my 
brother. The robust body and ready laugh of the Daniel I saw in person 
replaced the unhealthy picture of his past. He was participating in a new 
drug trial which was testing an antiviral that might slow AIDS' 
progression. It seemed to be working. Daniel took great care in sanitizing 
the dishes we used, and he would not kiss baby Nicolas even though we 
knew by then that AIDS is almost impossible to transmit through saliva. 

As I flew home, I hoped that Daniel's illness had scared him into a better 
life. For a short while it did. But then in his restlessness he wrote: 

I just don't fit in anywhere anymore ... I seem to be in the way more then 
anything else ... I have not been feeling good about where I am in life and I need 
this also to change but how?" 

Eventually Daniel's gremlins—those demons that hissed in his head that 
he was unloved, that he would never be well and whole, that he might as 
well drink because it made him feel better than being sober—forced him 
from my mother's home.

Las Vegas, Nevada 1995
I talk on the phone with a stranger from Las Vegas. He has made sure 
that Daniel has been getting good care at the hospital. This pastor has not 
only been a spiritual support to Daniel but also a practical friend in the 
last few months. "Call him," the pastor says. "It's important that Daniel 
feels the love of his family here at the end."

I call, not knowing what to say. How do you wish someone who is dying a 
Merry Christmas? Daniel's voice is weak, but he is obviously happy to hear 
from me. "Is there anything I can do for you?" I ask. "Could you find a 
small tree with blinking lights and mail it to me?" he says. "And," he 
pauses, "will you promise me that you'll remember me each Christmas 
when you see the lights?"

In the next few weeks I learned that it is not the AIDS virus itself that 
kills, but that AIDS affects the immune system so that the weakened body 
in the end cannot fight off infection. The most common infection is 
pneumonia. Daniel's 5'8" frame dropped from 160 to 70 pounds. Fluid 
filled his lungs. He burned with fever while he slowly suffocated.

Winchester, Virginia 1996
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Daniel's grave illness draws my mom and me closer. We talk on the phone 
more often. "I'm tutoring an FAS boy named David, and this kid is really a 
challenge. I know the only reason I can work with him is because of 
growing up with Daniel. And guess what? David is starting to read!"

My husband and I settled into Winchester, vowing to give our son and 
new baby daughter the permanence and safety that Daniel, my sisters, 
and I had never experienced as children. While I knew that Daniel was too 
weak to write letters anymore, I kept hoping that he would write one in 
which I could find some kind of resolution—some closure to the mystery 
of why this all happened. And then I re-read one of Daniel's earlier letters, 
written while he was sober and closest to his true self:

Well sometimes I sit here and think to myself that life must have some kind of 
oppurtunity for everyone if they just take the time to figure it out. Well it seems 
that mine is to be here for you as well as telling others about this problem and to 
help kids and adults on the road to recovery! I leave you my love and hope for 
better things to come ... that you will always remember me as the brother who 
made you stronger as a person with my ways and I hope you understand that. I 
loved all of you even when it seemed I did not.

This was not closure. It was continuance. Daniel was passing his baton—
to my new student, David, and to so many others whose lives of challenge 
continue to teach me flexibility and patience, and what it really means to 
love. Even when it sometimes seems I do not.

Las Vegas, Nevada 1997
"Well, I made it to thirty-six," Daniel rasps through the phone when I call 
on his birthday. "But really, I can't wait to get my new body. I'm ready to 
go."

I had never heard Daniel sound more at peace. He probably didn't mean it 
this way, but I couldn't help but think that Daniel had been at war with his 
body—with all its brain damage and addictive tendencies—from the day 
he was born. Through my tears and despite my questions, I could be glad 
that this man, whose whole existence up until now was constant turmoil, 
could finally rest.

Winchester, Virginia 1997
I walk to the mailbox wishing I would find one last letter from my brother. 
Instead I pull out a small package. The handwriting on the outside is not 
one I recognize. But when I unwrap the box, its contents reveal a story 
that forces more questions than it offers answers. 

In a nearby graveyard I open my arms to the wind and release my 
questions, along with my brother's ashes, to the sky.
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Step by step each morning 
is everywhere at once, closing in 
and though you count on it 
 
you begin to bake instead 
take classes as if the sun 
has room for another sun 
 
and its crust at last break open 
for air—after each funeral 
you learn to make crumbs 
 
—with just two fingers 
held close the way the Earth 
is emptied by a small stone 
 
kept warm in your mouth 
and once set out with you 
closer to the ground. 
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My department 
chair called 
and asked me 
how it was 
going. "It's 
going," I said. 
I thought, 
going, going, 
gone.

"Good," he 
said. "I can't 
wait to hear 
it."

My department 
chair is a dick.

Books 
(hardcover 
and soft), 
term papers 
and 
manuscripts 
in disarray, 
stacked high 
and wobbly 
like the ruins 
of Mayan 
temples. The 
detritus of an 
academic 
career. It never budges; it doesn't even grow. It simply thickens. 
Congeals. The desk, the floor, the chairs, the bookshelves, the file 
cabinet are all layered with it. I cannot bear to put my hand in it, not 
even to throw it away.

My chair asked me once how I got any work done in an office like 
that. His, I knew, was disgustingly tidy: file cabinets labeled, books 
not only alphabetized but classed by subject, walls festooned with 
plaques and diplomas. He had swung by, unannounced as usual, and 
leaned in the door, doing a mock double-take, his mouth forming an 
amused "oh." Then, uninvited, he had cleared a seat and taken a 
casual, appraising look around. Pudgy and bearded, with his round 
glasses and black turtleneck, as in his student days. Smiling, too. He 
always smiles when he talks to me. In public the smile is deferential, 
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in private patronizing. Either way it is maddening.

"When you get to be my age," I answered him that one time, "you'll 
know."

An old mentor, now gamely dead, used to jest about his grading 
method. Gather papers, find stairwell. Toss. Highest step, A. Next to 
highest, B. And so on down the line. He never explained how he 
figured the pluses and minuses.

Joke or no, I find his method cumbersome. I have perfected the art of 
grading by title. "Dickinson," for instance, earns a D, whether for 
unoriginality or initial letter, it makes no difference. "Onomatopoeia in 
'Tintern Abbey'" rates a B for the literary term (a B-minus if it's 
misspelled). Epigraphs I find ostentatious: C range. A colon adds 
either a plus or a minus, depending on whether I find it precocious or 
pretentious. Students complain that I'm a tough grader. They have no 
idea.

And then there's the coup de grace: the final comment. "Needs work" 
always serves. "Fine essay." "Underdeveloped." "Strong argument." 
"Good!" I reserve exclamation points for the A's. The emphasis, I find, 
affirms their sense of accomplishment.

I have sometimes wondered, idly, whether the grades would change if 
I were actually to read the papers.

But to return to my predicament: the keynote. Six months distant. In 
the seven months since I agreed to it, I had succeeded only in 
producing the word "keynote," scrawled absently atop the first page of 
a legal pad. The rest, as they say, was silence.

The whole thing, of course, was my chair's idea. I had to give him 
credit: he had put enormous thought and effort into shaming me. It 
reminded me of my ex-wife.

You need to understand: it was not always thus. Some years ago, I 
would have welcomed nothing more than the opportunity to match 
wits with the rising crop of scholars. I would have intimidated and 
emboldened them in equal measure. Each, in turn, would have 
respected and resented me. The prospect of toppling me would have 
entered their minds, but only in the way that children secretly dream 
of unpardonable acts. They would have imagined breaking me only 
because they knew they could not dare or bear to carry it out.

But that was many moons ago. In the interim, I had lost the heart for 
it.

My chair understands this. He wants me broken. He dreams of it daily. 
He has tried to oust or at least out me, but to no avail. There is little 
he can do. My classes are securely mine: students line up for them, 
colleagues refuse to touch them. I avoid committee work assiduously. 
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I have not published anything more substantial than a book review in 
a decade. He cannot catch me in a scandal, a lapse, an error of 
judgment. To my grading methods he is not privy. He suspects—Lord, 
how he suspects—but he cannot know, and it infuriates him.

He has visited my classroom, sidling into the back corner of the Brit 
Lit survey he has striven futilely to steal. Hoping, I suppose, to 
discover me rifling yellowed lecture notes, mumbling my lesson like a 
senile priest at his beads. His mug still youthful enough to pass for 
one of them. But his scheme has backfired, if anything further 
securing my rep. My students jerk upright in their seats when the 
eloquence of old flows. They do not realize the show is for him, not 
them. They tell their parents, some of whom were students of mine as 
well, "Yeah, he looks like he's losing it, but man! Out of the blue, he'll 
knock you out. The old man's still got it."

He cannot challenge my scholarship: there, too, my reputation is 
secure. He cannot even muster the courage to attack me in print. He 
knows he would be setting himself up for ruin; he knows his own 
miserable career has thus far been nothing but an unacknowledged 
footnote to mine. A postscript to my monograph. He cannot stand this 
either.

Once, he suggested we team up on a collection, share editorial duties, 
the introduction to go to him, the afterword to me. A bridge from my 
era to his, or some such nonsense. In truth an opportunity to strut his 
puerile mumbo-jumbo at my expense. I turned him down cold.

And so he figures he will let me do myself in. And he just might have 
something there.

The business of a keynote is manifold. It sets a tone, develops a 
paradigm, lays a cornerstone. It simultaneously tantalizes and sums 
up. It challenges, threatens, dares and mocks. It provokes and 
inspires, while at the same time it closes the book.

I should know. I've given many.

The irony—or perhaps he considers it payback—is that I delivered the 
keynote at his first professional conference, when he was still in grad 
school. He had approached me afterward, grubby haversack slung 
across his shoulder, hardcover copy of my first book held before him 
in the manner of an altar boy at the offertory. With that blend of 
cocksureness and toadying that grad students cultivate, he had 
engaged me in conversation about Dickens and Darwin, Trilby and 
Daniel Deronda. Not that he wanted anything in particular of me at 
the time (other than my signature), just the experience of having 
kowtowed and cartwheeled before me. Showing off and sucking up. 
Still young enough that pimples peeked through his beard. A wreck, 
and instantly forgettable, had I not been into that sort of thing in 
those days.

A few days later, a card showed up in my mailbox (this before the 
onslaught of e-mail). "Dear Dr. Chomley, it was a great pleasure, etc. 
etc." He must have written it on the plane ride home. Now I knew the 
kind of operator I was dealing with. Or so I thought.
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Ironies proliferate. When his first book, an overly long exegesis of 
Christology in In Memoriam, was in manuscript, I gave it a positive 
reading for Oxford. Subsequently, in book form, I gave it an overly 
generous review for Modern Language Notes. I received a signed 
copy, the inscription effusive. I watched his career, crossed paths at 
conferences, saw that he remained firmly in my camp. On the 
strength of his second book—which garnered its share of kudos, 
though privately I thought it rode rather obviously on my coattails—he 
won tenure at the no-name institution he then called home. An 
opening for department chair coinciding with the departure of our 
junior Victorianist, I advocated strongly for his hiring. Little did I know 
what I was welcoming into my nest.

Beneath a collegiality so studied it sets my teeth on edge, I sense in 
him epic rage. He wants to see me pilloried, crucified. Without the 
protective shell of tenure and self-imposed hermitage, he imagines 
me stumbling, squirming, lost. He has summoned a pantheon of 
scholars, young and old, to witness my fall. He relishes the thought of 
their stunned looks, their outraged cries: "He's a fraud!" "The emperor 
has no clothes!" "Dinosaur!" "Relic!" He visualizes a feeding frenzy. 
With his flair for the poetic, he believes I will literally be hooted off the 
stage.

The keynote: the grand gesture that opens and closes. It will sate his 
bloodlust. He will finally be at peace.

Four months to go, and still I cannot dredge up the references, 
allusions, aphorisms I need to pull it off. And I cannot deny that in 
this respect he is right: I have lost touch. I no longer read. I find 
myself unable to parse the convolutions of high theory. I have no 
stomach for it. For the past decade at least, I have been riding on my 
reputation, on the trilogy that launched my career, the trilogy that 
everyone—even he—must cite: Darkness in Eden, The Amorphous 
Muse, Greylight. I cannot bear to look at any of them.

My breakthrough was startlingly simple: literature in general—and late 
Victorian prose in particular—proposes the unworkable solution for 
which its own texture is the irresoluble problem. Thus authorship, 
such as it is, devolves into entropy and repetition. An antecedent to 
its own unrealizable prospect. A lethargy, if you will, of the word.

This was radical stuff at the time. It blew them away. They grappled 
with it, and more often than not got it wrong. My editor used to send 
me every reference he found, and I used to chuckle, reading their 
piddling attempts at comprehension and application. Trying to be 
generous, I wrote encouraging notes, correcting their misconceptions 
and offering to read their manuscripts. I was young enough to 
imagine that the revolution I had begun would never end.

Now, it is old hat. As much as anything, it was my own desertion that 
made it that way.
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So when my chair announced his brainchild, a conference to 
commemorate the thirtieth anniversary of Darkness in Eden, how 
could I turn him down? When he insisted we play host to the gig, how 
could I refuse the keynote? When he suggested my publisher (my 
editor-conspirator long gone) print a new hardcover edition, with 
expanded preface and updated references, to be unveiled on the 
opening day, what could I say? He had my number, and we both knew 
it.

I will never forget that fateful meeting, now nearly a year gone, when 
he first dropped his bombshell. He sitting at the head of the 
conference table, I directly opposite. His moon face shining as if he'd 
just received a visitation from the Holy Spirit. He had spoken of it as a 
great gift, a supreme honor bestowed on one of the true giants in the 
field. I had seen through that in a minute, of course, but with twelve 
pairs of eyes turned expectantly my way and an entire lifetime on the 
line, what could I do but accept?

When word got out that Hank Chomley would be speaking at a tribute 
conference, the thing took on a life of its own. Acceptances flooded in. 
There was a palpable buzz among the literary-critical establishment. 
Notices ran in all the journals, all the discussion boards (or so he told 
me). Much of the professoriate, the younger ones, had never seen 
me, except for pictures on jacket flaps and the departmental web site, 
all badly out of date. I had long since stopped writing my polite, 
chiding notes; I had reviewed only a couple of books in the past ten 
years, and those by colleagues my age or greater. These had been 
favors, and even they had been torture. I had begged off scores of 
invitations. I had unwittingly put myself in a position where any public 
appearance was sure to draw a crowd, and a ravenous one at that. 
For all they knew, this might be their last chance—at apotheosis or 
hecatomb, take your pick.

Before my divorce, when my wife could still ask me this with little hint 
of resentment in her voice, she used to prod: didn't I find the 
professional adulation burdensome, onerous, even a trifle silly? My 
answer tended to fluctuate with my post-coital condition. Fully 
satisfied, I would answer yes, it was a bit silly, all this hullabaloo over 
an untestable hypothesis concerning Wilde, Wells, and linguistic 
ennui. Frustrated, I would inquire what she had ever done to earn 
such applause. Both responses, I knew, were ill thought out, 
counterproductive: humoring her encouraged further amorous 
advances when all I really wanted was sleep, baiting her drew a cold 
shoulder when what I wanted was another go. But I couldn't seem to 
help myself.

Once, the bitter year before we finalized, when both the sex and the 
questions had dried up, I tried to explain to her what I had been 
unable to articulate during thirteen years of married life. I tried to tell 
her that the thing we do needn't be a good thing, a meaningful thing, 
to be the thing we need to do. I tried to tell her that the insight I'd 
had was far greater than anything so pedestrian as accolade or 
damnation had the power to affect. I tried to paint the joy and 
challenge I felt in the act of literary discovery, to picture for a woman 
mired in what I conceived of as the functionalist epistemology of the 
health sciences the pure delight I located in the word divorced from all 
ulterior motive and consequence. I espoused, I elucidated, I 
unbosomed. I delivered to her a keynote.

But here too I failed, of course. She was no longer listening, no longer 
capable of being aroused or accosted by my words. And it wouldn't 
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have mattered even if she were. For by that time, my confession was 
no longer true.

There was one child from that marriage, a girl, now grown. Hilda. An 
attorney specializing in patents law. Contact between us is minimal, 
birthdays and Father's Day. Occasionally a call or card out of the blue. 
She has never married, has never shed her childhood obesity either. 
If I were the self-pitying kind, I would suspect both have to do with 
my absent parenting. More likely, she is still simply the girl I used to 
know, the girl who liked to eat more than she cared to wed.

Three months out, my chair stopped by to show me the program 
mock-up. To my chagrin, he had plastered a photo of me on the 
cover, a photo from the late seventies, when Darkness first came out. 
I remembered the shot well: it showed me at the head of the class, an 
open book cradled in my left hand, right arm upraised as if conducting 
an orchestra, tops of bowed heads visible in the foreground. It had 
graced the cover of the alumni magazine for a story heralding the 
resurgence of the arts and sciences on campus. He must have found it 
in the archives.

"Unless you have something more current. . ." he said. Smiling.

"No," I said. Although truth be told, time has not been unkind to me. 
Some would say it has yielded certain improvements: sharper facial 
architecture, a leaner frame. I have kept my hair, white though it is. I 
still get by without glasses. A lifetime of reading—and then another of 
not reading—have neither dimmed my eyes nor dulled my sense of 
the word as something holy, unapproachable.

"It's unreal," he said, sipping coffee from one of those eco-friendly, 
stainless steel and plastic contraptions. Shaming me, lonely straggler 
from the Polystyrene Epoch. "Dandridge will be there, and Becker, and 
Shivakumar. And—you remember Sokolow? He'll be there. I'm 
thinking of pairing him up with Estes. You know, get some sparks 
flying."

"Those two," I said.

"It's amazing, Hank," he said. It still irked me to hear him use my first 
name, though of course he'd been doing it for years now. "This is 
shaping up to be huge. Do you know how many bids we beat out for 
this show?" He made a self-deprecating face. "What am I saying? Of 
course I told you."

"First thing," I said.

"Well, this is a coup," he said a bit defensively, sticking his chest out. 
I couldn't tell if it was for real or part of the act. "We've got good 
reason to be proud. You've got reason to be proud. Can you believe 
it's been thirty years since Darkness?"
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"Hard to believe," I admitted.

"I was thirteen when that book came out," he said, with poorly 
disguised nostalgia. It was his own age, not the book's, that 
impressed him. "The same year as Star Wars."

"Same impact, too," I said.

He laughed. "Around here, more. You put us on the map, Hank. We 
wouldn't be able to do half as much as we do, get the kinds of majors 
we get, none of it. In a way, I think of this as an acknowledgment of 
that. A paying of thanks."

I was silent. Waiting.

"And now all we need is that keynote address!" he said, after a pause 
just long enough to make it seem a non sequitur. "How's that going, 
anyway? I'm happy to read a draft, or if you'd rather. . ."

"I'd rather," I said. "No one saw Darkness before I sent it in, either."

"Element of surprise," he said. "Makes sense." Then, once more as if it 
had just occurred to him, "You know, Hank, I've invited the president 
and provost to introduce you. I think they're going to take me up on 
it. They know how good for business this is. And," he added hurriedly, 
"they want to pay their respects too."

"Isn't that what you do at a funeral?" I said.

He colored, tried to cover with a smile that showed gleaming if a trifle 
protuberant front teeth. "Unfortunate choice of words."

Next thing you know, the guy would be telling me he'd invited my ex-
wife along for the ride too.

I struggle with the word, it is so strange to me. I attempt to summon 
the daimon that got me through Darkness, the same that visited me 
during the Muse and Greylight, the one I had come to consider my 
personal birthright, the one I thought I could never lose. My angel of 
Pentecost. I wrote Darkness in a rush, the inspiration so piquant it 
was painful, like an uncompleted act of love. It burned my flesh. It 
buzzed, I salivated. At night unbidden notions bombarded me, 
crowding my mind like the million specks of color behind closed 
eyelids. To a certain extent, the experience of writing the book 
undermined the theory embodied therein, but no matter. I was too 
young, too alive to my own powers, to trouble over self-contradiction. 
I was limitless. I was Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva. The final word broke my 
heart to write.

And now I quail before prepositions, cower before commas. I flounder 
in whorls of words made of sand and dust. I see the words shape 
themselves in the air, but when I reach for them, I realize they were 
never there to begin with.

One afternoon, two weeks and counting, I turned, like my students, to 
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the World Wide Web. I tracked down sites offering free term papers, 
sites with names like "We Write U Right" and "Cheat Skate." The 
quality was questionable, though a search of "Henry Chomley" and 
"Darkness in Eden" did turn up a few hits. "Henry Chomley's Darkness 
in Eden explores various Victorian novels" was pretty standard fare. 
Pushing my luck, I graduated to the fee-per-page sites, finding 
slightly more sophistication: "In Darkness in Eden, Professor Henry 
Chomley examines the self-consuming narrative turn in works such as 
George Eliot's Middlemarch and Bram Stoker's Dracula." One young 
wanker had the gall to write: "Chomley's reinvigoration of formalist 
principles enjoyed a brief vogue in the late seventies, but has since 
been superseded by readings more firmly grounded in the Victorian 
social milieu." Now that hurt.

The custom sites came next. I studied their samples, mercilessly 
truncated to prevent the cheaters from cheating; I considered 
applying (the fee was not great). Or perhaps I simply hoped the not 
horrid imitations of scholarly prose, dissociated from the peer-
reviewed journals I had come to loathe, would speak to me. Trouble 
was, they reminded me of my own work: orotund, flaccid, precise, 
mystical. Mere bombast and fustian wrapped in a prickly, brittle husk 
of technique. I couldn't believe students would pay for this shit. 
Though chances are mine had, and I had graded them—or their titles—
accordingly.

It would have been ever so mildly titillating to cop a paper online, 
pass it off as my own. Who would suspect? I would carry the dirty 
secret to the grave.

But I could not do it. I found that I could not so clumsily trample on 
my own legacy. Even after all these years, I could not so easily sell 
what little was left of my soul.

Two days before the keynote, and panic had officially set in. The legal 
pad remained as blank as ever. My chair had been obligated to make 
adjustments: no anniversary edition of Darkness, to begin with. He 
had nonetheless trucked in several hundred copies of the original, 
never out of print edition. A pyramid of the things sat like an obscene 
float athwart the registration and reception area. Anyone who 
questioned the non-appearance of the promised revised and updated 
edition would be directed to the publisher, who would (presumably) 
cover my ass. My chair had begged, reasoned, fumed, but what could 
he do? No new preface and references were forthcoming.

Pleading sickness, I had thus far dodged the opening reception, the 
sessions, the screening of an indie film version of Great Expectations 
(with all-lesbian cast, I understood). But the keynote was looming. 
The president and provost had indeed agreed to headline. Only an act 
of God could deflect them, or it, now.

Out of the blue, I called Hilda. Normally the other way around: "Hey, 
Dad. How's it going?" But I felt the need for human contact, someone 
in my gene pool. Someone who had legitimate reason to hate me.
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A man answered the phone. "Hello?" I hung up, heart beating. For 
some reason, this most natural thing in the world shocked and 
saddened me more than anything else.

The night before the main event, my chair called to make sure I'd be 
there. Did I need a wake-up call, was I feeling okay, were there any 
last-minute loose ends? Too bad I'd missed the Sokolow-Estes 
exchange; it sizzled, was worth the price of admission. He'd arranged 
for a student escort, an undergrad named Matt, to pick me up. Matt, 
dim but punctual, was his ace in the hole. He was taking no chances.

D-day. I considered barricading myself in my home, Rambo with a 
recoilless, taking Matt hostage, but to no avail. Matt arrived on time, 
polite but businesslike. He would have driven me to hell if such had 
been his instructions.

I am no rock star, but I briefly felt like one when I entered the hall. 
By clumsiness or craft, my chair had contrived for me to make the 
walk up the aisle once the crowd had already assembled, and so they 
were waiting for me. Faces turned. Digital cameras pulsed. There 
were murmurs of surprise or relief. The program snapshot, now 
swollen to the size of a barn door, hung suspended above the stage. A 
few hands reached from the ends of rows, hands of colleagues 
leathered with age, for me to touch briefly as I passed among them. 
"Henry," I heard, and looked into the face of my graduate school 
teaching mate. He seemed close to tears.

It was evident that my nonattendance at all the preliminaries had only 
whetted their appetites for this crowning moment. I would be 
speaking to a crowd straining to hear every word, balanced on the 
edge of anticipation and euphoria. Young and old, fond and feral, they 
had come for answers. I would be delivering the keynote of my life.

And I still had not written a word of it.

To stage right an arc of four seats; to stage left a podium. President, 
provost, and chair clustered at stage center as I ascended the steps. 
Then I was surrounded by them, receiving handshakes and back pats. 
The president, who had mastered the art of steering those whom he 
greeted, gave me both at once. "Henry," the provost said. "Where've 
you been hiding?" My chair was beaming. He had dressed up for the 
occasion, which for him meant loafers, jeans, button-down and sports 
jacket. That I carried no script could not have escaped his notice.

The applause that had accompanied our chummy private conference 
subsided, and seats were taken. The president remained at the 
podium, erect and square-shouldered as he gripped its edges and 
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stared straight out at the audience, showing us in the seats only his 
profile. A mathematician, he had little to say about the finer points of 
literary criticism, so he confined himself to setting the cultural stage 
for Darkness: legacies of Vietnam and Nixon, dawn of disco, the 
Carter presidency. He garnered no-brainer laughs for several 
scurrilous political comparisons. Then the provost, not much better off 
as an economist, sensibly read from the original reviews of Darkness, 
lingering over the Times Literary Supplement's prediction: "However 
controversial its conclusions, Darkness in Eden will long remain the 
touchstone for subsequent ventures in the field." "I think we can all 
agree that those words are as true today as they were thirty years 
ago," he said, pushing his glasses up on his nose and holding a copy 
of the review aloft, to thunderous applause. More mindful than his 
boss to stroke faculty sensibilities, he turned fully around to smile at 
me several times during his address. He did so once more as he 
yielded the podium to my chair.

He sprang from his seat and approached the podium. The smile had 
never left his face during the president's and provost's comments. He 
was aquiver. With a flourish, he produced from somewhere on his 
person a hardcover copy of Darkness, its dust jacket creased and 
nibbled, and laid it on the lip of the podium. The audience shifted 
forward. He let a moment go by, relishing it, then began.

"I can't tell you how much Henry Chomley has meant in my life," he 
said. "We've all had mentors, influences, people and books that have 
inspired us. This is different." He cleared his throat and went on.

"I was thirteen when Darkness in Eden came out," he said. I couldn't 
believe he was trotting that out again. Whom did he hope to have 
hooted off the stage? "I wish I could say I ran right out and bought a 
copy, but I was busy with other things. Baseball, Batman, girls." He 
made a face, leaving it open as to what it meant. The audience 
laughed nonetheless. His partner, Daniel, sitting near the front, smiled 
at him, and he smiled back. "Of course I was a serious reader—we all 
were—but I didn't know the true meaning of 'serious' until I read 
Darkness in Eden as an undergrad. That book gripped me as nothing 
else before or since ever has." Again a smile for Daniel—apologetic, 
maybe? or for backup?—and he forged ahead.

"In Darkness in Eden, Henry Chomley writes: 'The vagrant light that 
reveals our path illuminates our missteps. We stumble to proceed. 
There is wreckage on a scale for which we are wholly unable to 
account, and there is grace abiding, for those with eyes to see.' As the 
president has reminded us, these soaring lines were written during 
years of recovery, at a time when our nation was yet reeling from its 
futile escapades overseas and from internal divisions as deep as 
blood. It took enormous courage and insight to pen those lines, to 
perceive in the workings of the word a balm for what ailed the world. 
Such moral intensity was rare in the ivory tower, rarer still in the 
privileged world of literary scholarship." Here he might have been 
overstepping his bounds, as a murmur from certain senior members 
of the audience suggested, but remembering those days, I had to 
grant that the picture was more or less true. I never thought of 
Darkness in quite those terms, though.

"It was this moral intensity that drew me to Darkness, more so than 
its glowing prose and dead-on readings. It made me believe that 
something so common as the written word could matter profoundly, 
that it could be—must be—handled with the greatest of care and 
trust, like a relic. In the immediate sense, it was Darkness that made 
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me change my major from government to literature." Another 
ineffable grimace; more laughter, though subdued. "But in the larger 
sense, it was Darkness that showed me the light." Applause, sudden 
and protracted, so immediately overwhelming he flushed and stepped 
back from the podium. I had to admit, he had gotten off a good line.

He waited for the noise to settle. This was his show, and he could not 
have been more in command if he'd raised his hands to still the 
waters. "Times change," he said. "Henry has been on the faculty for 
thirty-three years. If he ever retires, I don't know what I'll do." More 
applause, the political rally kind: Four more years! "But," he 
continued, "the work endures. There are those who have said that 
Darkness has lost its relevance"—there was actually a throaty call of 
booo, silenced instantly when the idiot realized no one was joining in
—"and that may be for the future to decide. But for the present, we 
can only be thankful that such a work exists, and that we are the ones 
to whom it has been given." He paused, but instead of cheers there 
was dead silence, as if he had willed it. "My friends, Henry Chomley."

Then the applause broke loose, and I really was a rock star.

He met me, grinning broadly, as I approached the podium, and to my 
utter astonishment wrapped me in a hug. His face was glistening with 
sweat as if he'd come straight from the gym. Not knowing what else 
to do, I returned the hug, though stiffly. He let go of me quickly, 
however, and with a pat and an extended hand ushered me to the 
podium. Then he sat.

I stood, flustered, awkwardly gesturing for silence. I recognized so 
many faces in the crowd, though far too many of their names escaped 
me. All were smiling in affection or self-regard, maybe both. Then the 
cheering ebbed away, and I was left with the silence of the void.

If I could recall my keynote, it might have gone like this.

My friends, my good friends. You awe me. Your fond wishes, your 
presence here today tell me I have lived a life not altogether 
unworthy of consideration.

You have gathered here to celebrate an accomplishment. But I think, 
if I may say so, that you do not truly know what that accomplishment 
is. You have come to commemorate a book and the man who had the 
good fortune to write it. For each of you, that book has had its 
meaning: it has been a companion to some, a challenge to others, a 
source of frustration and resentment to still others. To the man who 
wrote it, it has been all these things and more. In more ways than 
one, it has been his life.

My younger colleague, whose too kind tribute you have just heard, 
was only a child when this book was born. He has now grown to be a 
man. He sees in this book his own life, the many years of struggle and 
bafflement connecting his youthful self to his present. He wishes to 
honor a debt he believes he owes me, the author of the book of his 
life. He wishes to say to me, Father, you have dogged my steps to 
manhood, you have charted my course, all the while not knowing it. 
In payment of that debt, I offer you the only thing I have: my life, 
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such as it is, the man you have made. May you take pride in it.

But what he does not see, what he cannot know, is that the father 
cannot discern his life. The book is closed. The darkness is 
approaching. The word that once so brilliantly shone has diminished.

If I could offer one word of comfort to you, it would be this: the vision 
you cherish must be remade, has been remade many times. It is 
never enough. Though the darkness is lasting, the light is stronger 
still. It will not be for me to see, but it may be for you. Sick at heart 
though I am to leave you, I find a degree of redemption in this final 
thought.

My friends, my dear friends. Bless you. If I have given offense, if I 
have misjudged, if I have failed you in any way, I pray you will forgive 
me.

Farewell.

On the day following my keynote, I tendered a formal letter of 
resignation to my chair. As of this writing, I have not heard back from 
him. But then, he is busy with the conference wrap-up and it is 
possible he has not read it yet.

Title graphic: "Podium Principle" Copyright © The Summerset Review 2012. 
This story was originally published in Third Reader in 2008.
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      They were a spell over the landscape,      
      heat seeking, drawn to rock outcrops    
      that all night radiated sun.           
 
              - from "The Relocation of Rattlesnakes"     
                by Harry Humes, August Evening with Trumpet

 
Her brother killed black snakes 
we knew hid in cattails 
when we sloshed through 
the creek, heading upstream 
to catch minnows and crayfish.  
He grabbed the snakes,  
clenched his fists, as if about to draw 
back his arm to swing a fist in a bar fight.  
He smashed their heads on rocks.  
We never looked. Instead, I turned 
over stones for the rare salamander,  
cradling it in my palms, slick 
with water and mucus and algae,  
build-up from runoff pipes.  
I always let it wriggle back 
to its hiding place, murky 
with upturned sediment 
swirling past my feet, downstream. 
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It wasn't even a convincing brochure: a statue of a barnacle-
encrusted Christ, arms open in a dramatic release, face eclipsed by a 
sheath of green algae. Captioned beneath the photo, the words Christ 
of the Abyss. A father and son, positioned one bus row in front of Ana, 
flipped through an immense stack of glossed pamphlets. Airboating. 
Alligator encounters. Key Largo had more than an evangelical 
snorkeling experience to offer, and she knew it. 

Her mother had passed, and Ana knew why she was back in the Keys. 
Guilt. Guilt over not attending the funeral. Guilt over being a lesbian. 
Guilt over missing church services she promised—really, I'll go—to 
attend. Guilt over feeling initially guiltless. The weight of it hit her in a 
tidal swell, willed her toward what she considered a pathetic 
reconciliation: a dive her mother had always wanted to take, to view 
the statue in a moment of deep and intimate prayer. A miniature, 
bronze souvenir of the effigy was perched—and probably still was, 
Ana suspected—on her mother's kitchen window ledge. It caught and 
refracted moonlight, a shining thing in a home of graying tchotchkes—
bright, a vague warmth to its metallic shine. Nothing at all like the 
photo on the brochure, a ring of brain coral jutting from its left hip.

The bus hiccupped. Looking behind, she saw that its wheels had run 
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over a small turtle. Its body was flattened like the head of a lily, shell 
fractured into hard petals on the hot cement. She wondered if anyone 
else noticed. It seemed as if no one had.

Dense swamp blinked past Ana in peripheral blurs of green and brown 
as she fingered a cigarette in her purse. The pair in front of her, the 
father and son, had settled on a trip to the Everglades. The little boy 
asked a series of questions, ranging from silly to sensible. His 
excitement seemed to radiate from him, and he paused only for those 
questions he wanted the answers to.

We get to feed the crocodiles? He was amazed. Ana imagined him 
there, brochure in hand, inching close enough to touch a square, 
leathery snout.

Of course, his father responded. And if you're lucky—he called him 
closer, as if to impart a secret—you can swim with 'em too. 

S'not funny. There was a pause, during which both regained an 
accustomed enthusiasm. Instantaneous recognition, change. 
Something Ana had never been able to consistently manage. 

The pair was dropped at a shanty adorned with buoys and nautical 
memorabilia, a gator's skull functioning as its sort of headpiece. As 
the bus kicked back, then lurched forward, Ana noted the father 
crouching down to speak to his son. As she witnessed their brief 
embrace, the bus rounded a bend and she rested her head against 
her palm, propped one elbow against the window frame, which peeled 
with old paint. And she sighed, not fully aware for whom she was 
sorry: her mother or herself.

The lagoon was shallow and still, undercut by a brilliant shine of white 
sand. It was open to the public, which Ana didn't understand—was the 
statue not invaluable? Was vandalism an assumed impossibility? She 
could see it, even from the leveraged height of the bus, a dark pupil 
frozen beneath the bright water, out past the dot of a lone buoy. A 
dozen children splashed through the barely visible surf, their parents 
commingling on the beach, tanning. As she walked toward a small 
pier, Ana briefly caught sight of her reflection in the water. By her 
estimation, she was the palest tourist there: a line of black studs 
highlighting the arch of her left ear, a tattoo of a curled dragon, the 
size of a quarter, just above her ankle. If she didn't get too close to 
the older, religious few, Ana imagined they might assume it was a 
traditional Celtic knot. Something acceptable. 

It was at that moment, when Ana was welcomed into a tight pre-dive 
prayer circle on the makeshift pier, that she realized she didn't know 
what she was expecting. There was the intimacy of strangers: two 
older women holding hands. She couldn't place it. Soon, a small circle 
formed. And there she was, between the man she suspected was a 
priest and the woman she swore she'd seen in a silent film. Slender. 
Her conditioned (and, as she imagined they knew, frequently dyed) 
hair rolled into a loose bun. Young. Circumstantially silent. So unlike 
the others in sensibility she wondered why none had asked her if she 
knew what, exactly, she was partaking in.
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Someone triggered an "Our Father," and each palm rose, as if cued, 
from waist to shoulder height. Ana first thought she'd forgotten the 
words, but quickly fell into the hypnotic rhythm of the prayer, 
mouthing only a few anticipated phrases—daily bread, trespass 
against us. Void of sound and, by extension, of meaning. 

As the prayer drew to a close, introductions were made. Bea, an older 
woman, said her pastor had preached about the beauty of the statue, 
situated only a few dozen feet inside the coast's continental shelf. He 
told the congregation that a peaceful light seemed to emanate from 
its bronze cast. But it was truly the depth, Ana thought. It was that 
innate benefit of a shallow reef: near-constant sunlight. As Ana's 
attention drifted from the water toward the dark dive spot, the 
cloudless horizon, the reef water, its surface pimpled with minnows, 
Father George shifted his gaze toward her. 

Hi, she said. I'm Savannah. 

In ephemeral moments of formality, Ana introduced herself as 
Savannah. It was the name her mother gave her. But at twelve years 
old, she had pruned that name from both sides, excised one N, and 
declared the revision permanent. She never imagined herself as a 
Savannah. She never imagined herself an elegant, fluid, interesting 
name. She was the two-syllable girl. The girl who took what she 
wanted and left the rest. 

What a pretty name, one woman said, just loud enough to be heard. 
Though flattered, Ana assumed one judgment would lead to another. 
She failed to acknowledge the compliment, though she badly wanted 
to. She had resolved to mask her self-esteem issues since May, when 
she decided that fraction of her life required revision. She often set 
out to achieve what she considered the impossible—gain weight, find 
a friend who happens to be a girl, volunteer weekly, pay off college 
debt—and when confronted with the opportunity to pare down 
significant personal change, to admit she loved women like her ex-
girlfriend Kara, she instead got another stud added to her left lobe. 
And, like the ocean water just beneath her feet, her life would lay idle 
and unchanged.

It was at that line of piercings that Bea looked, perplexed, her face 
contorted into a that-must-have-hurt sort of frown. Knew it, Ana 
thought. These people are just like her. 

No one asked why she was there. No one asked questions like 
Where's your mother? or How old are you? 

Almost thirty-two, she would have answered, even though she was 
twenty-eight. She'd been inflating her age for strangers since she was 
seventeen. A bead on the rosary of things she'd done to distance 
herself from her mother, her quotidian life.

Two men were heading out, grabbing pairs of rented flippers and 
snorkels from an empty chum bucket.

She stepped into the water, felt the looseness of white sand softly 
conform to her sole. She walked out with these two men, mid-fifties, 
bald and balding. She knew they were normal people, probably just 
looking for something extraordinary to fill their free time. Like her, 
back when she and her mother were that close: sending out SOS 
messages in clear, plastic bottles, watching them wash back ashore 
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days later. Help! I'm stuck in here! and Wrong bottle! She pegged the 
conclusion of those particular memories at around eight years old. 
Then, she became Ana. Rebellious and short-tempered as the length 
of her own name. 

The sun was hot on their backs, shipyard bells and gulls peacefully 
panging in the distance. The three did not talk, even as the water rose 
to meet their hips, their elbows, their shoulders. The size of the fish 
increased with the depth, as did Ana's quiet concern of accidentally 
stepping on a poisonous urchin or stonefish. Finally, the water met 
her chin. Her head lolled on the surface like a buoy.

She kicked off the bottom and let gravity pull her under, the cool 
water soothing her face. She followed the men to the statue, which 
stood at an intimidating seven feet tall, alone in the sandy absence of 
rock. Submerged and grounded, it seemed somehow larger than she 
anticipated. It looked like her father, she thought. But, upon closer 
examination, no. It didn't. The beard began too high on the 
cheekbone, the face too symmetrical. Ana considered swimming 
closer, really looking, but didn't. Underwater, everything was foreign 
and new. Masses of mussels cloaked coral in broad sheets. A school of 
snappers bisected a cloud of plankton. The statue's arms were so 
open, like two thick, silhouetted antennae, ready to accept whatever 
the tide brought to them. 

She turned back toward the shore, surfacing again. She could see a 
father and daughter playing near the pier, studying shells together. 
He hoisted the little girl onto his shoulders. Their footprints stretched 
from the pier to a dark blue umbrella in graceful loops and curves. He 
was spelling out her name. A gull landed near them, and he chased it. 
Allie became AHie in the sand. The bird perched on a post in the 
parking lot, rejoined its flock. 

Ana submerged once more, her eyes on the statue as she glided 
toward it. But out of the darkness swam two slivers of grey: 
effortlessly jetting, then slowing. She suddenly realized the two men 
were nowhere near her. Another quick glance at the statue, and she 
saw it: two flowers tucked beneath its base. Red, loose with large 
petals. She started to tread water, pulling herself away from that span 
of black water, the abyss. Back on shore, a daughter's laughter. 
Underwater, a still warmth.

They were sharks, but Ana discounted that possibility at their size: 
small, sort of, maybe a few feet long. Not barracuda—those she could 
recognize. Her brother had done a presentation on them in the 
seventh grade. Failed everything but that assignment. But still, even 
through the security of just knowing they weren't sharks, she felt it—
that piercing feeling of being, of becoming alone. Ana steeped her 
head under the water. Three of the fish glided toward her, undulating 
like grey snakes. There were more, their tails high, underbellies white 
as bone. Three feet long, maybe a little larger. Fins low. Dark, spaded 
heads like the bases of shovels. They were sharks, she realized, 
whipping her flippers away. One foot popped loose, the pink plastic 
filling with water, weighing it down. Her studs warmed slightly with 
panic. She tickle-t-touched back to the pier, face toward the setting 
sun, where she arrived, one flipper missing. Like a little girl who 
accidentally discovered the deep end.

She paused in the water, knee-deep, and looked behind for the 
missing flipper. A small, hazy dot of pink had caught on the head of a 
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large brown polyp, far out past the buoy. She wasn't going back for it; 
she'd pay for it if she had to. But between recognizing the statue as 
mournful—not, as she suspected, a religious novelty—and the veil of 
back water out of which it seemed anything could slither or 
metastasize, going back wasn't an option. Continuing forward, she 
stubbed her toe on the base of a rock encased in slime—a brief, 
piercing surge of pinched nerves. 

Kara would've laughed, she thought. 

Ana hated thinking in terms of women who let her drift away. But 
there had been months of that. It was just another moment of living 
alongside the façade of a pretend partner. Relationships extended 
with ghosts. God, how she wanted to be the woman to sever ties, to 
say things like You deserve better or I'm sorry this isn't working out. 
But it wasn't her. She was the girl who missed a funeral for a heavy 
metal concert. 

Savannah!, an older woman called out.

It didn't register immediately. But then she remembered, kicked the 
sand in a rush of relief, hobbled—flipper, foot, flipper, foot—toward 
shore. The young girl was throwing water on her father's footprints, 
those that obscured her name. She raced from the water's edge to 
the tip of the first L, like she was putting out a concentrated fire. A 
ribbon of water drooled out the prints. And there it was again. Allie. 

The cry came from Bea. She kneeled on the pier's edge to talk to Ana, 
ran through the typical litany of questions: What happened? and 
Jellyfish? and Are you okay? 

It's nothing. And maybe it was nothing. Maybe they were just large 
fish. Maybe it was the heat, or that she'd been holding her breath. 
Maybe she just forgot the flower.

Bea looked at her as if she knew it all: the three-minute goodbye 
phone call, the persistent Stop worrying comments to her father, that 
first kiss with Kara on the slated pinnacle of Ana's first mountain hike. 
But she didn't know. Hers was a list of separate emotional casualties. 
At no point would their sorrows intersect. But because of the sun, or 
her recent sleeplessness, or the downward pucker of Ana's lips, Bea 
said it anyway. Let's get you dry, honey. 

After dislodging herself from Bea's careful, cloying watch, Ana broke 
toward a stand of palm trees. It was far from any discernable line of 
sight, far from girls who play with men like their fathers. She became 
quickly, satisfyingly ill. A swift, dry, cold-sweated contraction. She 
looked toward the pier, one pink flipper nestled between its thin 
planks, held her hair back a moment, then folded it over her shoulder. 
It was drying, caked and cracking with sea salt. She could go back in 
the water, but this is how she'd be taking the bus ride to her hotel, 
she thought. So that was how she left it. A few minutes later, her hair 
hardened like beached seaweed. The dark button of the statue in the 
water was more difficult to recognize as the sun began to sink down 
past the flat horizon. 
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You taking the bus, honey? They were all leaving, something Ana had 
been looking forward to. But now she wasn't sure.

Yeah, Ana said. The later one. 

Bea nodded. Nice meeting you, Savannah. 

Within minutes, the beach was cleared. The tide gradually pulled out, 
and the water shed a layer of hot mist as the surrounding air cooled. 
Ana sat there, on the splintered edge of the pier, wondering where 
beneath the ocean's skin her flipper was located—and the statue, 
those fish, the flowers. The little girl's name still imprinted in the 
sand, losing its sharpness, blurring with the tidal breeze: Allie, llie, ii. 
She breathed in, leaned her head against the wooden frame. If there 
was a moment of reconciliation, if there was an opportunity for 
penance, she had missed it. A soft wind cooled the line of studs on 
her ear, and it felt for a moment as if the whole world—as it turned on 
its axis, gradually coated in shade—was spinning toward some distant 
fissure, everything not grounded being pulled toward the bottom of 
that terrible, black water.

Title graphic: "In Depth" Copyright © The Summerset Review 2012. 
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A recovering academic, J. David Bell has published numerous 
works of short fiction and creative nonfiction in such journals as 

Permafrost, Queen City Review, Snowy Egret, and A cappella 
Zoo. bellinsaitz@verizon.net

Alyse Bensel is currently pursuing her MFA in 
poetry at Penn State. Her poetry has appeared or 
is forthcoming in MAYDAY Magazine, Cider Press 
Review, Foothill Poetry, and The Meadowland 
Review, among others. When not engaged in her studies, she volunteers at non-
profit organizations and works for a local CSA. alyse.bensel@gmail.com

Antoinette Constable was a child during WWII in France. She 
possesses British and American nursing degrees and prefers writing in 
English, often using Europe as a background for her short stories and 

her war poems. Those and others are found in several magazines. She 
has received a PEN first prize for poetry, an Ann Stanford Award—Univerity of 
Southern California, and was recently awarded a month-long stay at a writers 

colony in Northern California. aconstable1932@nitsujit.com

Peter Kispert's work has appeared or is forthcoming in 
Baltimore Review, PANK, Painted Bride Quarterly, South Dakota 
Review, Sierra Nevada Review, North Chicago Review, and 
others. He will soon be headed to earn his master's degree in 
fiction writing. www.peterkispert.com

Recent books from Lyn Lifshin include The 
Licorice Daughter: My Year with Ruffian 

(Texas Review Press) and Another Woman 
Who Looks Like Me (Black Sparrow at Godine). Earlier books 

include Cold Comfort; Before It's Light, Desire, and 92 Rapple. 
She has published more than 120 books and edited four 

anthologies. www.lynlifshin.com

Simon Perchik is an attorney whose 
poems have appeared in Partisan Review, 
The New Yorker, The Summerset Review, 
and elsewhere. For more information, including his essay "Magic, Illusion 
and Other Realities" and a complete bibliography, visit www.simonperchik.
com
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Donna Pucciani, a Chicago-based poet, has published poems in the U.S., Europe, 
Australia and Asia in such diverse journals as International Poetry Review, The 

Pedestal, Shi Chao Poetry, Spoon River Poetry, Journal of the American Medical 
Association, and Christianity and Literature. Her work has been translated into 

Italian, Chinese and Japanese. Her books include The Other Side of Thunder, 
Jumping Off the Train, Chasing the Saints, and To Sip Darjeeling at Dawn. 

donnapuccianipoet.wordpress.com

Nevine Sultan grew up in various countries of the Middle East and Asia. 
In her mid-teens, she returned home to Cairo, Egypt, for a while before 
moving to Europe and then the United States, where she and her husband 
currently live. Her work has appeared in Rose and Thorn Journal, The 
Copperfield Review, the Notes from Underground Anthology, and Yellow 
Medicine Review. Her poem, "Freefalling," was used as the background 
text of an original video production by The National Film School of 
Denmark. She blogs at Dreams, Deliriums, and Other Mind Talk. nevine-sultan.
blogspot.com

A summer resident of the mountains of North Carolina, Ken Turner has 
been working and traveling outside of the US for nearly twenty years. He 

has taught in Congo, Pakistan, Ivory Coast, Venezuela, and currently 
China. His poems have appeared or are forthcoming in various 

publications, including Atlanta Review, Southern Poetry Review, Fine 
Madness, Silk Road, The Literary Bohemian, and several anthologies. The 

image accompanying his poetry was provided by him. kenturner54@gmail.com 

Sara Whitestone teaches writing at Shenandoah University to 
international students. In return they introduce her to the mysteries of 
the world. Her creative non-fiction, interviews, and prose-poetry have 
appeared, or are forthcoming, in the Essential Teacher, Humanising 
Language Teaching, the Chiron Review, and the North Carolina Literary 
Review. She discovers writing through travel. Her current works-in-
progress are a novel that explores opportunity borne out of misstep and a 
fictionalized war thriller inspired by true events. sarawhitestone.com
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